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INTRODUCTION 
We present some regularity results for the solutions of quasi-variational 
inequalities (Q.V.I.) or, more generally, for Q.V.I. associated to Hamilton- 
Jacobi-Bellman (H.J.B.) equations. These results are mainly of two types: 
we prove regularity W’,” or W2-” up to the boundary under some 
assumptions on the domains or the boundary data, and we give coun- 
terexamples which show that these assumptions are, in some sense, 
optimal. 
Let us recall that Q.V.I. were introduced first in Bensoussan and Lions 
[ 11, and may be written as 
Max(Au -f, u - MU) = 0 on Sz, 
ul,,=@, 
(1) 
where A is an elliptic second order operator and the implicit obstacle Mu is 
given by 
Mu(x)=k+ yf, {cn(5)+z4x+<)}, 
x+Ec(I 
(2) 
where k > 0 is a constant and c0 is a continuous subadditive and non- 
negative function such that co(O) = 0. We know (see Bensoussan and Lions 
[a], Caffarelli and Friedman [4]) that when @ = 0 the solution of (2) is in 
W’s”. On the other hand Jensen has proved in [7] that the solution of the 
obstacle problem 
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belongs to W2-m when the obstacle II/ is semi-concave, i.e., 
The purpose of the first part is to show that the result of Jensen can be 
applied to the Q.V.I. (1). This will require some assumption on 4 (already 
introduced in [ 151). Namely if we set 
we assume that M,@ is semi-concave (actually this can be weakened by 
assuming that for some supersolution w  of (1) such that WI dR = 4, then Mw 
is semi-concave). Under this assumption we prove that the solution of (1) 
belongs to W2,m(12). Then we also prove that the solution of the Q.V.I. 
associated to the H.J.B. equation 




belongs to W2,00 if M,@ is semi-concave. Here the A’ are elliptic second 
order operators. 
In the second part we consider Q.V.I. set on particular domains 
(including convex ones). Let us recall that (at least for convex domains) 
the solution of (1) belongs to C(o)n fl;r(s2) (cf. [2,4, 153). Thanks to 
the results of part I we can extend this result and show that the solution of 
(1) belongs to W2,” whenever the domain a has some property (see (18)). 
This holds, for example, for strictly convex domains. Finally, we give two 
counterexamples: in the lirst one the domain is only convex (not strictly) 
and the solution is not Lipschitz up to the boundary. In the second one the 
cost function c0 (which appears in (2) and (3)) is not smooth enough and 
the solution is not even in WA:. 
I. REGULARITY W2*” UP TO THE BOUNDARY OF THE SOLUTIONS OF Q.V.I. 
ASSOCIATED TO H.J.B. EQUATIONS 
When studying the W2,” regularity of the solution of the obstacle 
problem the main difficulty that we meet is to obtain a priori estimates at 
boundary points where the obstacle takes off from the boundary data. For 
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Q.V.I. associated to H.J.B. equations (4) another difficulty is that the 
implicit obstacle MU is not W’+’ but only semi-concave. 
Here we prove this regularity, the main step is to adapt the result of R. 
Jensen to Q.V.I., and a change of obstacle allows us to extend this result to 
Q.V.I. associated to H.J.B. equations. 
This section is divided into three parts: 1. Adaptation of R. Jensen’s 
result, 2. Application to Q.V.I., 3. Application to Q.V.I. associated to H.J.B. 
equations. 
1. Adaptation of R. Jensen’s Result 
Let 52 be a bounded, connected, regular (C3) open set of [WN. Let A be an 
elliptic operator 
A = -a&) -% + hi(x) i + C(X) alaj 
(where a/& stands for a/ax, and we have used the repeated index conven- 
tion) with 
3&E JO, lC, ai, E Cz3”(fi), bi E c”qn), c E c”qa), (6) 
3v>o, aijtit, 2 V ItI*, v5 = (51,..., rN) E RN, (7) 
c(x) 2 0, VXE RN. (8) 
We know from Lewy and Stampacchia [9], B&is and Kinderlehrer [3] 
that we can solve the equation 
Max(Au-f, u-$)=0 
4an=@, u E w-f;? l-l W1~‘y2), 
(9) 
where 
flz CyO), G E c*-yasz), (10) 
ti E W'TQ) nD:,,,,w? *a@ on a52. (11) 
Let us recall that 0: (a) is the cone of semi-concave functions on 0, i.e., 
of functions $ E C(w) such that there exists some constant C, with 
3-c C in g’(S), ax2' k 1x1 = 1; 
in other words this means that $(x) - +C JxI* is concave. D:,,,,(Q) is then 
the cone of functions which are semi-concave on each open set 0 c 52. 
Now let x0 E 8D and Y. be the intersection with Sz of an open set which 
contains x0; then we have: 
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THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (6t(8), (lo), (11) and if $~ll:(“Y;o) 
there exists some open neighborhood Y of x0 such that the solution u of (9) 
is in W*@(YnQ). 
Remarks. (1) As we said in the Introduction this result is a variant of 
[7]; the difference is that here we do not need II/ E C?. The proof which 
follows is also almost the same as the one in [7]. 
(2) Let us recall that another assumption ensuring UE W2,m(V) is 
@(x0) < bml). 
(3) Let us also recall that we know from [9] that UE W2*P(V nQ) 
vp, l<p<oo. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is divided in several steps: 
(i) A First Reduction. Here we prove that we may assume x0 = 0, 
“& = B+ = {x, 1x1 < 1, xN > 0} and (6) may be replaced by 
aij E C1ya, aiN=aNi=O on B, for i< N, 
(12) 
aNN - - 4 b;=O, c = 0, fE c'**. 
(?21/1<() 
ax* ' VXERN,X#O. 
Proof. Of course we may take x,, = 0 and V0 = {x = (x’, x,), Jx’l < 6, 
0 < xN < r,,}. Dividing (9) by uNN if necessary, we may assume a,, = 1. Let 
T= (T1,..., T,)E [C2~a(~0)]N satisfy 
TI fxNzo) = id, 
TN(X) =x,, 
igl aiN(x)g (x)=0, tlXE”&. 
I 
We know that this equation has a unique solution for r0 small enough. 
Then T transforms I& in pO, u in ii, A in A” such that 
&j(Tx)=Au(x)= -q(x) 
a% aT,aT aii a*T, 
--“+-- aa,n, ax, axj a2,ax,axj 
+b&m -+ccii, * a2, axi 
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and 
ii,J TX) = a rr,ar,=~,,~,, v axi axj for l=N or m=N. 
This proves (12) with f~ Co,” by taking 
We consider then w  E C2,” the solution of 
_ a*w -&.-=f 
rJ ax,axj on PO, 
and noting that ii - w( TX) - C ITxl* is solution of the obstacle 
problem associated to the obstacle $( TX) = tj(x) - w( TX) - C 1 Txl 2 we 
obtain (13) for C large enough and f is the function - 2C CjY= , Gii E C’,‘. 
(ii) Introduction of a Penalized Problem. We now use the method 
introduced in [3] to get, with the help of step (i), estimates on u,, solution 
of 
u, + PA% - ICI 1 =f, 
l4, ((?B, = l4. 
Here /I, is a penalizing function: fi, = (l/s) & where p E Cm( R, R + ), /I is 
convex and /l(t) = 0 if t < 0, B(t) > 0 if t > 0. We know that u E W2,P(B’), 
VP < co, and U, E C2*“(Bf n {xN = 0 } ) (see [9] ). But we may assume, by a 
regularization argument, that ali, U, IG/ and f are C” and we prove estimates 
on u,in W2~m(~B’) which only depend on Ilf I/p, III+II w~,m, ~[Lz~I/~I,,.~~. 
Remark. We may regularize I/J and keep its concavity since I+!J is 
lispchitz and defined on B’. We can extend it by 
I//(X’, x,)= Ii/(x’, 0) + Cx, if x,<O and Ix’1 < 1, where C= ~~DI+G~~~~. It is 
easy to check that this extension is still lipschitz and concave, and so we 
may regularize t,G by convolution. 
In order to obtain these estimates on U, we begin by localizing the 
problem: let t~g+(lR”), <= 1 on +B+, (=O on IWN\iB+, 3(/8x,=0 on 
{xN = 0). Again following Jensen [73, we set 
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and we easily compute 
+5 - 
i %jPXu, - 
In other words (and denoting p, = fiE(uB - $)), 
Az+p:z=(p;a ~-iignu.J(U&-~)J(u&-~)+h 
q JiJj F ‘I di Jj ’ 
where h E W-‘.p, Vp < +GO since /?Ju, - $) E L”. 
In the same way, 
where hue W-‘3p ,vp< +m. 
Then we choose Q, such that !2, A f a2/&3j remains uniformly elliptic 
and we define 
The above computation and (13) then show that 
where f"e WP’“, 
where yiie WP’,p, 
with the boundary condition 
u,%=OonaB+\S (S=B+ n(x,,,=O}) 
where g,+ E C’+(S). 
Indeed, 
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since &(u, - +) = 0 and at/aN = 0 on S; in the same way, 
aziN ay a% 8% -=- -.A+52 
aiv aNaiaN aimaN 
(iii) L” Estimates of z. on $B’. Using the equations satisfied by UT, 
we can compare them to vf, solution of 
Av+ = -fiN, v+IaB+\S=o> 
A~- = -yiN, ~ v Iaf+,s=O, 
Since f v,JqE WP’zp and g$ E Co,” we know that v * E Co,’ and so 
llUf II Lm Q C, ; then, 
A(u:,+v+ -c,)+p;(u~+v+-c,)<o, 
(G+ v+ - Cl)ldB+,S~o, &(v+ +u&C,)=OonS. 
Using the maximum principle, we get 
in the same way, 
and, since z E L”, 
lZiN 1 < c”“. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1 since the other derivatives 
zii = a2@/aiaje L” if 1 < i, j < N. Indeed, it is easy to deduce estimates on 
$B+ from an estimate on S. 
2. Application to Q.V.Z. 
In this part we give the first application of the above result: we want to 
prove regularity WITH up to the boundary for the Q.V.I. 
Max(Au -f, u-Mu) = 0 on G?, 
UlaQ=@. (1) 
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We recall that 
Mu(x)=k+ pf, {co(5)+@+~)~~ 
Xf%ES=l 
(2) 
where k > 0 is a constant and cO: (R’)” -P R + is a continuous, subadditive 
function such that c,(O) = 0. 
In general (1) has no solution; in order to guarantee the existence of a 
solution of (1) we assume 
3w, E C(Q), Mw, E C( ill) 
Aw, <fin 9’(Q), wo < Mw,, (14) 
w,I,,Q@~~w0l,,. 
This ensures the existence of a solution if we know some a priori regularity 
on Mu. This is achieved by assuming 
3 Wl E W*sm(f2), Mw, E W’x” n D:(Q) 
Max(Aw,-f, w,-Mw,)>O, (15) 
w11f3f2=@. 
Then we know (see [2,4, 151) that (1) has a unique solution in 
wfg n W’@ (a). Moreover it is a simple consequence of [lS] that 
MU E W1,m n 0: (Sz). Then Theorem 1 may be applied and we have: 
THEOREM 2. Under assumptions (6)-(8), (lo), (14), (15), the equation 
(1) has a unique solution UE W2sco(L2). 
Remark. As is proved in [ 151, assumption (15) may be replaced by 
Mo@ED:(Q), (157 
where MO@ is defined by (3) in the Introduction. Actually, (15’) implies 
(15). 
3. Application to Q.V.I. Associated to H.J.B. Equations 
We show in this part how it is possible to extend the above results to the 
obstacle problem and Q.V.I. associated to H.J.B. equations. These 
equations were studied mainly by Krylov [6], Evans and Lions [S], and 
Lions [l&12]. They correspond to a stochastic control problem in which 
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a diffusion is controlled both continuously and impulsively (see [Z, 11, 161 
for the stochastic interpretation). The obstacle problem can be written 
Max ,ykym (A%---fk), u-$ =O, 
( . . > 
Ulm=@, 
(16) 
where Ak are still given by (5), 
Ak =-u;(x) z+h;(x) ; +p(x), 
dlaJ 
where ai, ck still satisfies (7)-(8) but we replace (6), (10) by 
ai.( b!(x), Ck(X) E W’@(sz), a;(x) E c*qi=q, 
f E w*+(n), @,E W3y2). 
It is well known (see [lo, 8, 151) that we have: 
(6’) 
(10’) 
LEMMA 1. Under ussuvnptions (6’), (7), (8), (10’) if $ E W2*X(sZ), II/ 3 cp 
on dQ, then (16) has a unique solution u E W2*m(Q). 
This result is not powerful enough to be applied to Q.V.I. since 
*=Mu$ w*-. m general. Nevertheless we can extend Lemma 1 to $ E 0:. 
Indeed consider uO, solution of 
Max (Aku, -,fk) = 0, 
I<k<m 
%lm=@, 240 E w’-(a). 
It is easy to see that if $ E 0: (52), then @ A u0 E 0: (a) n W’,z(Q). Using 
Theorem 1 the equation 
Max(A’v-f’, o-$ A u,,)=O, 
4x2=@ 
has a unique solution v E W2,3c(f2). Finally we consider the solution w  of 
Max Max (Akw-fk), w-v =O, 
( ICk<m > 
WI,,=@. 
(17) 
From Lemma 1, w  E W2~“(Q). But u is also a solution of (17). Indeed u < v 
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by the maximum principle and since u 6 uO. Moreover let x0 be a point 
such that u(xO) < u(xO) 6 $(x0); then on a neighborhood Y” of x,, we have 
Max (A%--fk)=O a.e. on “Ye, 
l<k<m 
and we have proved that u= w. So we can state: 
THEOREM 3. Under assumptions (6’), (7), (8), (10’) if’* E D:(Q), i/j 3 q 
on af2, then (16) has a unique solution u E W’~“(Q). 
In order to extend Theorem 3 to the Q.V.I. (4) we need an assumption 
analogous to (14) for (1): 
3w, E C(Q), Mw, E C(Q) 




Then we clearly have: 
THEOREM 4. Under assumptions (6’), (7’), (8), (lo’), (14’) and 
MO@ E II: the solution of the Q. V.I. 
Max Max (A’u-f’), U-MU = 0, 
( l<f<W? > 
4X2=@, 
(4) 
belongs to W2,0u(Q). 
II. Q.V.I. ON PARTICULAR SETS 
We now apply the result of Section I (and of [ 153) to the case when R 
has some special property. This gives regularity results (stated in Part 1) on 
Dirichlet problems for this class of open sets 52 which includes strictly con- 
vex domains. In a second part we prove the optimality of this result by 
giving two counterexamples. In the first one we construct a convex (but 
not strictly) set and a Q.V.I. whose solution is only W:;:. The second 
one proves that, if the cost function c0 appearing in the definition of Mu is 
not smooth enough, then the solution of the Q.V.I. need not belong even 
to w-f&. 
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1. The Strictly Convex Case 
In the case when Q is convex the regularity on IV,@ (see section I) 
becomes clear: M,@ E w;zd.F if @J E W2,” and c0 E W’s”. Thus the solution of 
(1) belongs, in this case, to C(a) n IQ:(Q). Here we want to give an 
assumption on Sz which implies that the solution is W*@ up to the boun- 
dary. Let us assume 
{x~~/3y>x,y~a52,x~TT(y) and (e,,y-x)=Oforsomei}=@. (18) 
Here Tr( y) denotes the tangent hyperplane to 52 at y and (e,)i GiG N is the 
canonical basis of KY”. Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 1. Under assumptions (6)-(8), (lo), (14), (18) and 
CUE W2300(R+N), the solution of (1) belongs to W2,m(Q). 
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 1. Using the result of Section I, 
it is enough to prove that, denoting u the solution of (l), Mu belongs to 
W’*” n 0: on a neighborhood of the set {u = Mu}. Let us prove the most 
difficult property, Mu E 0:. This will rely on the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let V be a convex open set; a function f E C(4) belongs to 
D:(V) ifand only if: 
(19) 
Proof of Lemma 2. Subtracting $C 1x1’ to u, it is enough to prove that, 
under these assumptions, f is concave if and only if 





It is clear that f concave implies (19’). On the other hand, if (19’) holds let 
us prove that for each E > 0, f,(x) =f (x) - $E 1x1 2 is concave. 
If f, is not concave there exist a, b E Q and 1, E (0, 1) such that 
Min f,(Aa+(l-A)b)-Af,(a)-(l-II)f,(b) 
J.ECO.11 
=f,(h + (I- 2,) b) - Aof, - (1 - n,)f,(b) < 0. 
Setting &a+(l-A,)b=x,, (b-a)/llb-alI =x, A=&fh/llb-all for h 
small enough we deduce 
fbo + hx) +f,(xo - h) >, 2fcE(xo), 
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thus contradicting (19) with C = --E. So, we have shown that f, is concave, 
and passing to the limit, f is also concave. 
We can now prove Proposition 1: 
Proof of Proposition 1. As we have said above, it is enough to prove 
that on a neighborhood of {u = Mu}, Mu belong to 0:. This 
neighborhood will be 
-IF= 
1 
U(X)>;+ jnf,-(c0(5)+z4(x+~)) . 
2 x+ttn 1 
If x,EV and 
then, by uniform continuity, 151 > L and x0 + 4,, belongs to an open set 9 
of d such that UE W2,00(Y) (cf. [15]). Using Lemma 2 we only need to 
prove that 
lim sup 
Mu(x, + hx) + Mu(x, - hx) - 2A4u(xo) < c 
h* 1 7 h-0 
where C does not depend on x0, and this for x0 belonging to any convex 
subset V’ of Y. 
Three possibilities occur: 
0) Y~=x~+~~~Q; 
(ii) y, = x0 + (,,E dQ and (to, ei) > 0 Vi; 
(iii) y, = x0 f to E 8Q, (to, ei) = 0 for some index i. 
In case (i) we simply have, for h shall enough, 
Mu(x, + hx) + Mu(xo - hx) - 2Mu(x,) 
h* 
~ 4x0 + hx + 50) + 4x0 - hx + to) -24x0 + 50) ~ l,u,l 
h* W-(y). 
In case (ii), to f hX >, 0 for h small enough and thus 
Mu(x, + hx) + Mu(x, - hx) - 2Mu(x,) 
h* 
d co(to - hx) + co(t;o + hx) - 2co(Co) 
h2 G Ilco II w2.m. 
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We now turn to case (iii). First we introduce the set 
Then we rewrite a straightforward adaptation of the argument of Caffarelli 
and Friedman [4]. Locally &2 is defined by x E 852 iff f(x) = 0 for some 
functionfe C*(R”), [Vfl > 1. Then on a neighborhood of x0, MU(X) is less 
than k + c,(l(x) co) + u(x + A(x) to), where A(x) is implicitly defined by 
j-(x + A(x) &J = 0. 
(Geometrically x + A(x) to is the point where the line issued from x and of 
direction [,, intersects &2.) The implicit function theorem asserts that A(x) 
is C*; moreover, 
v-(x + 4x)50) 
vIz(x)=vf(x+~(x)~o)~~o~ 
Indeed (x+ A(x) to, A(x) &)ES and, by (18), for each (y, 5)~ S, 
V’(y) .c # 0. Since S is compact, VI is bounded uniformly in the same way 
D*ll is bounded uniformly and thus 
Mu(x, + hjy) + Mu(x, - hX) - 2Mu(x,) 
h2 
< cd& + hx) 40) + cd4xo - kd Co) - %I(~,) 
\ h* 
+ 6 + hx + 4x0 + 4) &J + 4xo - hx + 4~ - hid tic,) - 24x0 + 5o) 
h* 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 1. 
Remarks. (1) Note that (18) holds in particular for strictly convex sets. 
The end of the section is devoted to proving that the mere convexity is not 
enough. 
(2) Of course Proposition 1 still holds for Q.V.I. associated to H.J.B. 
equations under the assumptions of Theorem 3. 
(3) In the same way the method of proof of Proposition 1 applies to 
Q.V.I. with the von Neumann boundary condition. If G is strictly convex 
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then this problem has a W’*m(sZ) solution. Indeed we know the I#“,” 
regularity for the obstacle problem with the von Neumann condition (cf. 
[13, 143). However, we can not treat the w2@(G) regularity. 
2. A Counterexample to W’,“c Regularity for a Non-strictly Convex Set 
Here we give a counterexample related to Proposition 1. We take Sz con- 
vex (but not strictly convex), c,-0 and we look for a Q.V.I. whose 
solution is not lipschitz up to the boundary. 
First we define G? of class C” (n > 0 is fixed); then we construct a function 
u E C(a) and, finally, a Q.V.I. It is easily checked that u is a subsolution of 
this Q.V.I. 
(i) Definition of Sz. We define 0 c R2 as the union of three sets: 
~~={odx~l,y3o;yd(l-x)““j, 
a,= {O<xdl, -1 <ydO}, 
c13= (06x61, -2<y6 -l,y>, -l-(l-x)‘q 
Remark. Such a domain is not smooth but it is easily checked that it is 
possible to regularize Sz on a neighborhood of (0, 1) and (0, -2) without 
changing the viability of the example. 
(ii) Definition of u. First we define v, w  E Cm( [ - 1, 0] ) such that 
O<w<l, v 2 w, VdWSl, 
v(0) = 0, v( - 1) = 2, v’(O)= -1, v’(l)=O, 
v’“‘(0) = lP)( - 1) = 0, Vm>l, 
w(0) = 0, w(-l)=l, w’“‘(O)=w’“‘(-l)=O, Vm>l. 
Next we take 
uky)= -y onsZ,, 
=v(y)-(1 -X)““W(Y) on Sz,, 
=2-(1-,y)l/n on 0,, 
and 
Let us explain this choice of u. First note that u E C(D), u E Cm(Q) and 
u[ aR E Cn(8a). Then if we take the operator M defined by k = 2, c0 = 0 we 
obtain, since u > 0 on a, and a,, and setting z = (x, y), 
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Mu(z) = 2 + ;nfo u(z+ 5) 
Z+FEa, 
=2+u(x, (1 -x)““) 
=2-(1 -X)l’n 
= M,@(z) 
(since u(x, .) is decreasing on a,). 
Finally the definition of u and the property u < w  + 1 imply that there 
exists some Co such that 
-du+udC, on L?, 
UdMU on 0. 
(iii) Definition of the Q. V.I. We consider now the Q.V.I. 
Max(-du+u-C,, U-Mu)=O, 
Ulafi=@=uu(~R. 
The existence of a solution (in W;;,“) is asserted by [ 151. The computation 
of Mu yields 
M,@=ududMu<M,@ on G3, 
and so u=2-(1 -x)“” on 6,, and this is not lipschitz up to the boun- 
dary. 
This proves that whatever the regularity of the convex set Q and the data 
@ are, the solution of the Q.V.I. (1) is not always lipschitz up to the boun- 
dary. 
Remark. Note the difference with the special case @ - 0, c0 increasing, 
where the solution is always lipschitz up to the boundary (see [2]). 
3. A Counterexample to W$k Regularity for a Non-regular cO 
Now we give a counterexample to the W2,” regularity where the 
assumption on q, (in Proposition 1) is not satisfied. Here again the lack of 
regularity comes from the boundary since we know (see [ 171) that for 
a = RN the solution is in W2,” whatever c0 is. 
Here we will choose @ = 0, c,, increasing and thus the Q.V.I. defined 
below has a solution u in W’,” but u is not flit. 
Again we begin by defining a function u (which will be a subsolution of 
the Q.V.I.) and then we define the Q.V.I. 
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(i) Definition of II. Take for L! the segment [0,4] and for cO: 
co(<) = c on CO, 11, 
= 1 on CL 31, 
=5-2 on C3,41, 
=2 ifY24 
(see Fig. 1). It is clear enough that c0 is continuous increasing and sub- 
additive. 
Then we define u by 
u(x) = -16x2 + 15x on CO, WI, 
=4-x on CW, 11, 
= 3 on CL 21, 
=3-(x-2)’ on C2, 31, 
=8-2x on C3,41, 
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(ii) Properties of u. We now define the operator A4 by 
M&X)=2+ jnf, {c()(<)+u(x+t)}. 
X+?tST 
Let us prove that 
Mu(x)=6-x on C3, 41, 
=3 on Cl, 31, 
=4-x on CM, 11, 
=2+15x-16x2 on IX, al, 
where CY. is the smallest root of 2 + 15x - 16x2 = 4 -x. In the following /3 
will denote the point of maximum of U. One easily checks that fi < t. 
Take X~E~ and put 
Since Mu < MO@ < 4, u(xO + to) < 2. Thus two possibilities occur: 
x0 + to > 3 or x0 + <, < /3. If x0 + to 2 3, we easily compute 
$ (com+u(xo+~))~ -1 for a.e. 5 B 0, x0 + 5 E [3, 41, 
and thus the i&mum over r in the definition of Mu is attained for 
x0 + <, = 4. In particular on CPY 419 Mu(x) = 2 + c,(4 - x) + 
u(4) = M,@(x). 
The second possibility is x,, + lo d B. But we have 
$(co(s)+u(xg+~~}>oi vr>o,x,+r<P, 
and so, in this case, Mu(x,) = 2 + u(xO). In particular on [0, p] we have 
Mu(x,) = Inf(M,@(x,), 2 + 24(x0)). 
We conclude the computation of Mu by computing 
M,@(x)=6-x on C3,41, 
=3 on Cl, 31, 
=4-x on CO, 11 
(see Fig. 1). 
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(iii) Definition of the Q.V.Z. Since -u is semi-concave there exists C1 
such that 
-u”+u<cl on 52, 
u<Mu on Sz, 
and thus there exists a solution UE W’,“O of the Q.V.I. 
Max(-u”+u-C,,u-Mu)=O, 
ula,=@=O. 
Using (ii) we can see that 
M,@=Mu6u6Mu~M,@ on IX 41, 
and thus u $ w;L since M,@(x) has a singularity for x = 2. 
This counterexample illustrates the necessity of the assumption on co(<) 
in Proposition 1. 
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